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Part I.  Statement  of  Continued  Support by  the  Chief  Executive 

31st August 2016 

 

To our stakeholders:  

I am pleased to confirm that Femina Charitable Trust reaffirms its support to the United Nations 

Global Compact and its Ten Principles in the areas of Human Rights, Labour, Environment and 

Anti-Corruption. This is our Communication on Engagement with the United Nations Global 

Compact. We welcome feedback on its contents. 

In this Communication of Engagement, we describe the actions that our organization has taken to 

support the UN Global Compact and its Principles as suggested for an organization like ours.  

We also commit to sharing this information with our stakeholders using our primary channels of 

communication.  

We are looking forward for participating in activities with participating companies in United 

Nations Global Compact. Always looking forward to get advices from such platform to get 

involved into and participating more events and projects. Adding a word to it, organization like 

ours can do much more if we can associate with companies who are associated with United 

Nations Global Compact already. Thus we may get a back up support both financially and 

project wise. 

Sincerely yours,  

 

 

P. P. Joseph 

President 

 

 



 
 

 

Part II. Description of Actions 

 

Femina Charitable Trust has taken part of different activities which promotes the Ten 

Principles of United Nations Global Compact. The few of our activities for the last two years are; 

1. Conducted awareness programs and campaigns on Human Rights and sounded against 

the human right violation in many areas. Workshops and awareness programs are 

conducted in association with many educational institutions and few social clubs.  

 

2. Campaigns are conducted against child labour in streets and even in social medias. 

Sounded voice against the discrimination at the work place. Conducted awareness 

programs and workshops on labour rights and rules. 

 

3. Supported the children for their education through some eminent personalities and getting 

their sponsorship. Conducted few campaigns on “back to school” concept.  

 

4. Conducted awareness programs in different places regarding forced labour. 

 

5. Conducted medical camps and distributed medicines in association with many hospitals 

and voluntary agencies. Conducted vetnary medical camps in association by associating 

with vetnary professionals through “skill donation” program.  

 

6. To mould the youngsters, we are running personality development and motivational 

training classes. 

 

7. Educational guidance and awareness programs are conducted. Celebrated world 

environment day by planting trees, through different institutions, schools and colleges.  

 

8. Conducted classes on the needs of protected environment and planting trees. Promoted 

eco friendly living concept.  

 



 
9. Made youngsters to fight against corruption. Educated the right of getting services. 

Conducted anti corruption workshops and classes. Promoted anti corruption slogons 

through campaigns and social media.  

Part III. Measurement  of Outcomes 

 

As awareness programs and other classes and campaigns having qualitative impact on people. 

Few of our programs got quantitative benefits too.  

1. Medical camps benefitted number of people to get free medical check up and free 

medicines. Even many of the patients got tertiary care facility at affordable cost through 

associating with many organization. 

 

2. Few students got benefitted to go back to schools and continue their broken education.  

 

3. Planting trees were a huge success it has go a huge support from public and educational 

institutions.  

 

 

 


